Washington (AP) - Consumer prices shored another 1 percent in March, the government said yesterday, adding to concern that inflation in the economy is out of control. The annual rate of price increases during the first three months of the year was 13 percent, the worst quarter since 1941. Consumer prices increased 1.2 percent in February.

Prices increased sharply in March in all sectors of the economy. Food and housing prices were up 1 percent, clothing prices were up 1.5 percent, and transportation costs rose 1.2 percent.

The price of regular gasoline rose 3.8 percent to a record 76.6 cents a gallon in March, up from 68.1 cents in February and the largest monthly percentage increase since July 1974.

Although Pie-in-the-eye was not allowed at ND, the pies still flew at SMCS's celebration of An Teolat. (Photo by Phil Johnson)

Alfred E. Kahn, President Carter's anti-inflation chief, told the congressional Joint Economic Committee this month that the March price report was bad and said, "we still have some bad months ahead." He said it was "highly unlikely" the administration could meet its 7.4 percent inflation target for the year.

The increase in prices for the 12-month period ending in March was 10.2 percent.

Sen. George McGovern, D.S.D., said the March increase was "an economic and political disaster." He introduced legislation to give President Carter standby authority to impose mandatory wage and price controls.

Although Carter has said he does not want such authority and would not use it if he had it, (Continued on page 4)

Activities director announces departure

by Michael Onafuruk Staff Reporter

John Reid, director of Student Activities for the past year, and was assistant director of Student Activities for the preceding three years. According to Fr. John Van Wolvlear, vice president for Student Affairs, Reid, his successor will come from admissions placed in national publications. Reid, a member of the interviewing committee, said he thought the committee would begin interviewing applicants the week of May 14.

He added that the new director of Student Activities should be found before graduation day.

Reid began his association with Notre Dame in 1963 when he enrolled as a freshman. He subsequently entered the Arts and Letters-Engineering program and was graduated after five years in 1970.

He taught at Queen of Peace high school in Chicago following graduation, until his return to Notre Dame in 1974 as a lay student at Moreau Seminary. He received a masters of divinity degree in 1976 and left later that year as second master in science in administration. In 1977 he was a member of the committee to evaluate undergraduate housing.

Reid has been married to former Maureen Kelly since 1972. The couple has one son, Timothy, aged 14 months, and is expecting another child in the fall. They reside in Eggemoggin.

"I hope to be able to use my skills as an administrator and as a lay person in my professional training to encourage support and look to the College as a viable career alternative," Reid said, commenting on his new role with CHANNEL.

Although Pie-in-the-eye was not allowed at ND, the pies still flew at SMCS's celebration of An Teolat. (Photo by Phil Johnson)
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News in brief

NRC postpones decision on closing eight plants

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Nuclear Regulatory Commission postponed a decision yesterday on a recommendation to close eight nuclear power plants. The head of a presidential commission said the NRC will be one target of its investigation into the Three Mile Island accident. The NRC announced that it would delay until today a decision on a recommendation by staff specialists who have called for closing atomic power plants similar to the Three Mile Island facility. The NRC staff proposed Wednesday that the power plants, located in Arkansas, California, Florida, South Carolina, Ohio and Pennsylvania, be closed for safety reviews and modifications because they pose an "undue risk" to public safety.

Weather

Partly cloudy and cool today. High in the low 50s. Partly cloudy and cold at night. Low in the low 30s. Partly cloudy Saturday. High again in the low 50s. A slow warming trend Sunday through Tuesday with chance of showers about Monday. High Sunday in the 50s.

Campus

Friday, April 27, 1979

1:45 pm - SYMPOSIUM, "environmental geology in concept & practice," dr. david smith, C.C.E. AUD.
2:30 pm - SYMPOSIUM, "the logical demands in making historical inference--illuminated by a contemporary problem," dr. david steams, texas a&m, C.C.E. AUD.
3 pm - TENNIS, nd men vs michigan state
3:30 pm - STRIKE SALE, K OF C HALL
3:30 pm - LECTURE, "philosophical questions about history," david carr, u of ontario, LIB. LOUNGE
4 pm - SYMPOSIUM, "continental drift--from heresy to orthodoxy," robert dietz, arizona state u., C.C.E. AUD.
5:30 pm - VOTING, for ugly man on campus, DINING HALLS
5:15 pm - MASS & DINNER, at the BULLA SHED
6:30 pm - DINNER, sigma Xi, MORRIS INN
7:30 pm - RECITAL, voice students of becky stauder, CROWLEY HALL
8 pm - THEATER, "amphytrion 79," O'LAUGHLIN AUD.
8 pm - CONCERT, contemporary music festival, LITTLE THEATRE

Saturday, April 28, 1979

8:10 pm - SYMPOSIUM, "dynamics of catastrophic land-slides," barry vought, penn. st., C.C.E. AUD.
9:45 pm - SYMPOSIUM, "the early evolution of animal life in the sea," john sepkoski, C.C.E. AUD.
10 am - AWARDS CEREMONY, naval rotor parade, STEPAN FIELD
1 pm - BASEBALL, notre dame vs. u. of cincinnati, JAKE KLINE FIELD
8 pm - THEATER, "amphytrion 79," O'LAUGHLIN AUD.

Sunday, April 29, 1979

1 pm - MEETING, ham radio club, GRACE PENTHOUSE
1 pm - BASEBALL, notre dame vs xavier, JAKE KLINE FIELD
8 pm - PERFORMANCE, samuel adler, LITTLE THEATRE

Ending military dictatorship

Ecuador to become democratic

QUITO, Ecuador (AP) - Ecuadorians will end their military dictatorship Sunday by electing a president and congress, becoming only the third country in South America to be ruled by a civilian democracy.

Soldiers and statesmen throughout South America likely are circling the date on their calendars, asking themselves if a South American military dictatorship can transfer power to elected civilian leaders.

There seems no turning back in Ecuador, an oil-producing country on the western bulge of the continent. The country, plagued with political instability in recent years, has been under military rule since Feb.
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Senators boost Carter's gas plan

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate Energy Committee breathed new life into President Carter's standby gasoline plan yesterday, but only after the administration promised to alleviate potential gasoline shortages in states where people do not have the most driving.

The committee voted 9-6 to recommend approval of the plan to the full Senate. As late as Wednesday night, key members of the panel had predicted the rationing scheme would be rejected.

But late Wednesday night, White House aides agreed that 10 percent of the nation's gasoline reserves would be allocated to states where motorists drive further to reach their jobs, mainly in the West.


In addition, Johnston said that members of the House and Senate have begun to realize there will be serious shortages of gasoline this summer, and potentially serious shortages of heating oil next fall and winter.

"We need a standby rationing plan," said Sen. Henry Jackson, D-Wash., chairman of the energy panel. On Wednesday, Jackson had said the president's proposal was cumbersome and unworkable.

Jackson said a second element of Carter's emergency proposals, authority for weekend service station closing, would be voted on and probably rejected on Monday.

It is unlikely to be replaced by a scheme under which governors of the states would have initial responsibility for devoting their own conservation plans.

"I expect at least a restatement of registration," Kerby predicted, adding, "I know a lot of military men who are nervous.

Kerby, an air force veteran who served in Vietnam, explained some of the problems that plagued the draft while it was still in effect during the Vietnam War. One of the biggest criticisms of the draft at that time was inequity. He described the lottery system as a procedure whereby, draft officials pick dates of the year, and then induct young people according to the order of the dates of their birthdays as picked in the lottery.

Under the lottery system, there are fewer ways to get out," Kerby explained. "If you're picked, you're drafted; whether you are in college or not." He explained that under the old system, "numerous" exemptions for college students were granted. This practice led to cries of inequity.

Some proponents of the draft point out that its re-instatement would raise the quality of recruits. Kerby agreed, at least in part, with the assumption.

"I think that an equitable conscription program would have a long-term effect on the quality of the forces," Kerby explained. "But then again, you'd have more people there (in the armed forces) who don't want to be there." Some people oppose the draft because they feel that such a program denies civil liberties, gives the military unwarranted influence over the youth of the nation, and conflicts with the American tradition of volunteerism.

"I think there are many advantages to national compulsory service," observes Burrell. "At this point, it's stuck in people's heads that serving your country means shoulder-five a rifle, but if we had something like compulsory service, I think it would bring back a certain amount of pride in serving your country."

Opponents of the plan point out that if such service, if extended to all young people, would go a long way in helping them mature, as well as mitigating much of the social and racial barriers that otherwise would remain in the sheltered existence now led by many young people.

Opponents of the plan point

Any JUNIOR

on or off campus interested in being on

Senior Advisory Council

Call Nick 1691, Mary 8037
Tom 1768 or Bob 234-4347

between Mon and Fri

C E L E B R A T IO N /S U N SH I N E / R I V E R C I T Y

with Special Guests

Wednesday, May 16
8:00 p.m.
Morris Civic Auditorium
South Bend

Tickets: $8.00/7.00 reserved and are now on sale at River City Records, 50970 U.S. 31 North (3 miles north of campus), call 271-4472 for further information.
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Observer Insight: Will the military draft return

Now you know where all those An Totaal balloons came from. [Photo by Phil Johnson]
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Parts of northern U.S., Canada, evacuate in anticipation of floods

(Spartan's sunbathers demand equal time)

Dorm inspections raise privacy issue at KU

Spennebrough breaks Guinness volleyball mark

...Controls

Indian man charged with shooting

Cesar Chavez

President

United Farm Workers

Mondaj

April 30, 1979 7:30pm

Stepan Center

Sponsors:

Mexican American Graduate Studies Program and The Center for Civil Rights, MICH, Notre Dame, University of Chicago, Rockefeller, and Ford Fellowships, Department of Economics, Department of Law, School of Law, and the Mid-West Council of Labor Unions.

LeMans Hall was the scene of the Dodge Ball game which was to break the world's record. Unfortunately the record remains unbroken. [Photo by Phil Johnson]
The Observer

by Tom Jackman
Senior Staff Reporter

On February 4, 1979, CBS announced that in the next 60 minutes, broadcast a segment consisting of "The Selling of Colonel Herbert." Narrated by Mike Wallace and produced by Barry Lando, it related the story of Lt. Col. Anthony Herbert, and his accusations that the U.S. Army was covering up atrocities charged that Herbert never even witnessed the atrocities. Herbert is deceased.

In a landmark decision last week, the Supreme Court dealt another blow to the media's freedom of the press protection rights under the First Amendment, when it ruled that placing in a libel case may inure into question the Plaintiff's moral and the editorial process behind the allegedly libelous statement. Other words, attorneys for the plaintiff may be asked questions such as "why this issue instead of this one," or "why this film instead of this one," and also about discussions or conferences with editors on the film in question.

The question arose in pre-trial hearings when 60 minutes producers wanted to avoid any answers inquiries dealing with the external process prior to the completion of Wallace's segment. The film's attorneys appealed to a Federal trial judge, who ruled that Lando had answered questions. CBS then appealed this decision, citing the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, which reversed the previous ruling. Last week, in Herbert's final appeal, to the Supreme Court, he remained unsuccessful.

Although Herbert is not assured of winning his suit, waves of protest once again rumbled throughout the journalism field, as the "Burger court," headed by Chief Justice Warren E. Burger, handed down yet another verdict detrimental to the media. In the past year, the Court has also ruled on the Stanford Daily case, which stated that newsstands may be charged with only a warrant, and the Farber case, which kept the Time Reporter in jail with only two months for refusing to reveal a source.

In his keynote speech two days ago to the American Newspaper Publishers Association's annual convention, Association President: "We Neuzarth, also chairman of newspaper Corp., expressed outrage at the verdict. "The decision by the Supreme Court is one more step toward erode and diminish freedom of the press, and by extension, all First Amendment freedoms. The American people, not just the press, are the real losers as a result of the Court's decision in the Herbert case." Neuzarth said he later added, "Last spring, the Court ruled that police can rummage through newsmen; now it has ruled that lawyers can rummage through reporters' and editors' minds."

However, according to others at the convention in New York, Neuzarth's opinion is not necessarily the overriding view of the publishers and their. One of the most notable supporters of the decision has been Chicago's Kirkpatrick, outspoken editor of the Chicago Tribune. He said in an editorial, "Despite the strong words of protest from some journalists, it does not represent a retreat from First Amendment protection of the free press. The press does not deserve a license to lie-even about public officials. Not only would such a license be unfair, it would in the end jeopardize the credibility of the press."

The Notre Dame Professor Charles Rice agrees with Kirkpatrick, saying, "It's the ultimate threat, the draping of the press. "The problem," he says, "is that the press is given more privilege than the ordinary plaintiff. Where you're dealing with a public figure you have to show actual malice, and you have to give the plaintiff the opportunity to show why there was actual malice." Later Rice added, "I think it will make them (the press) more careful, and if they're dealing with reputations, they ought to be more careful."

Members of the local press did not concur with Rice or Kirkpatrick. Phil Alt, associate editor of the South Bend Tribune, said, "If it's not a libel, it's a serious breach of the First Amendment. The trend of the Burger court has not been wholesome toward the press. " He also added, "I can't find any justification in

S.U. seeks festival
chairmen

The Student Union Cultural Arts Commission is presently conducting an intensive search for the positions of chairman of the Arts Festival and chairman of the Midwest Blues Festival. All interested applicants should submit their applications to the Student Union Cultural Arts Office by this Friday, March 4. No great amount of previous experience is needed for either position.

Come to Walsh Hall
today at 3:45 pm
and You'll get the surprise of your life

River City
Records

South Bend's largest record
and tape Selection!

[$1.00 off!]

coupon

$1.00 off any album or tape with this coupon. Limit one per person. Not good on car-outs, import or sale items. Coupon must be presented before purchase is rung in cash register

NJD/SMC checks accepted for up to $20

18,000 albums and tapes in stock!!!!

Can't get what you wanted from the Saturday Times? We'll cash your refund checks!!!

River City Records
5970 U.S. 11
Daleville, IN 46725
Open 10 to 10, 7 days a week-277-4242
OK, WAKE UP...

MIDNIGHT SNACK TIME!

OH, LET ME SLEEP...

GET THIS SNACK NOW'N...

LET'S GO...

WHAT'RE WE WAITING FOR...

WHY DO YOU THINK THEY CALL 'EM TASTEBUDS, ANYWAY?

WATCH THE TASTEBUDS (IN ACTUAL COMMERCIALS) ON "SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE!"

WAKE UP, FAT GUY!!!

POUR IT ON!!!
Rejection of a Planner frosh

Tradition continues as tower war flares

by Dave "Sport" Brosch

A hail of bottle-rockets and obscenities broke out between Planner and Grace Wednesday night, marking the annual war between the two floors which falls on Wednesday night of An Tostal week. The conflict which lasted for about two hours, resulted in no damage to either hall.

The war was initiated around midnight when a group of freshmen in section 9B of Planner began a shelling that resulted in an exchange by Planner and Grace.

As the match progressed, the residents began to fire rocket at each other. The hall staffs were on duty in both dorms and stopped the disturbance.

On Tuesday evening, Planner residents slipped into Grace and plastered posters announcing a "Grace-Howard formal" on doors and walls of each floor.

Ranieri at 1548.

The spotlight was used to pick out windows in Grace on which Planner concentrated its fire. Although one point in one corner of Grace was not hit, other residents began firing bottle-rockets at both dorms. The war escalated about 20 minutes later when Planner residents began throwing a spotlight on Grace.

The spotlight was used to pick out windows in Grace on which Planner concentrated its fire. Although no damage was done, Planner residents began firing bottle-rockets at both dorms.

Some floors in Planner fired as many as 150 rockets, and students began firing bottle-rockets at both dorms.

The war continued without any damage to the halls.

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Career woman Maggie Kane is having an affair, and her best friend thinks it's wonderful - until she finds out it's with her 20-year-old son.

Her red-faced former husband is furious. "It's unusual, it's unconventional, it's...embarrassing."

The CBS movie "Anatomy of a Seduction," which airs Tuesday night, tells the story of the 38-year-old Maggie, played by Susan Flannery, and Ed, a college student played by Jameson Parker. Rita Moreno stars as Ed's mother, and Ed Nelson as Maggie's ex-husband.

The May-December romance is a common theme in the movies, but nearly always it's an older man and a younger woman. Recent films on the other side include "In Praise of Older Women" and "Moment of Decision." Earlier there was "A Gold Wind in August." "Anatomy of a Seduction" succeeds where others failed. It's an intelligent and believable story, dense with cleverly told.

Maggie, a successful architect, takes Ed as a summer apprentice, and their work and mutual interests throw them together. It is Ed, not Maggie, who performs the seduction. Miss Flannery said she first asked that the script be rewritten about a woman who at 38 all of a sudden realizes that her life has gone by and she's unfulfilled. She'll never be 38 again. It's like a midlife crisis, the kind that men go through a few years later. I hope that's what's accomplished."
Breakdown of departmental compliance with du Lac

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ad Hoc committee</th>
<th>Standing Committee</th>
<th>No Committee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student Representation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Student Representation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsure about student Representation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is some question as to the interpretation of du Lac with regard to the standing committee. du Lac states that the committee 'should be a standing committee.' Sullivan believe that the phrase is only a recommendation, not a requirement. This interpretation suggests that either the committee could be appointed for a one-year term, or that the department convene as a committee as necessary.

Jim O'Hare, Judicial Coordinator in cooperation with Sullivan's interpretation, but added that he believes that "to have a standing committee would streamline and speed up due process," so that if a student requested a committee hearing, it would be available immediately.

"If it is an ad hoc committee, the student and instructor may have to wait an unfair amount of time for the appeal process to begin because of the time to make appointments," O'Hare commented.

According to Sullivan's interpretation, the two departments which provide for ad hoc committees are within the guidelines written in du Lac. O'Hare's view of that interpretation is that it slows down the appeal procedure.

**Second 'Kanter' features top runners**

The second annual Kountry Canter, a ten-mile footrace beginning and ending at Andrews University, is scheduled to begin at 2 p.m. Sunday. Featured this year will be runners Randy Thomas and Mavis Lindgren. Thomas is known for his road racing performances and for finishing second to Rodgers in many races. Rodgers set a new record in this year's Boston Marathon and won last year's Kountry Canter. Mavis Lindgren, who recently celebrated her 72nd birthday, is well known on the West Coast for holding marathon records in her age group.

This year's race follows a course from the Andrews campus through the village of Berrien Springs and the surrounding countryside. In addition to the ten-mile course, this year a four-mile course is offered to those who wish to run a shorter race. The four mile course follows the first part of the ten-mile course, turning back toward campus at the corner of Kepler Road and Main Street in Berrien Springs.

The registration fee for both races is $5.00. Registration ends at 1:30 p.m. the day of the race. Aid stations will be set up at appropriate intervals along the course and police protection and stand-by medical service will be provided.

Information and a registration form may be obtained at the physical education department or by calling 471-3253.
Romeo

vs.

Juliet

WASHINGTON—Romeo Montague and Juliet Capulet, two former college sweethearts who fell in love over a mutual interest in Shakespeare, have announced their engagement. The couple said they plan to get married in June and will live together in a small apartment in New York City. "We want to live together," Romeo said. "But since the Lee Marvin decision juliet was something in writing," the young man added. "I warned the lovers, it's all for naught," said Juliet. "Anyone can draw up a contract as long as it's witnessed. I just want some protection!" asked Romeo. "If I'm going to give up the best years of my life for love, are you certain you want to live together?" I asked. "Sure," said Romeo. "We love each other. Besides, I've tried on my own before." And," said Juliet, "I'm tired of working in summer stock. It will be a relief to sit at home and watch the soap operas on television."

You both sound like you're in love. Why do you need a contract?"

Romeo said, "All that female love talk can fool you. One day it's 'I can't live without you' and the next day it's 'I'm going to take him for everything he's got.'" Juliet said, "Men are all alike. They'll tell you anything to get their shirts ironed, but then they'll find somebody else and tell you to move out because you put too much starch in their collars. When that moment comes, I want some money to rehabilitate myself so I have the economic means to learn new employable skills." Romeo said, "I don't mind giving her a few bucks. I just need her so long as she gets out of my hair." I told them, "It sounds like you're truly crazy about each other." Romeo said, "We're in love, but I'm not going to break my neck as an actor and give it all up. I just want some protection that's all. I'm not a lawyer," 'I warned her." Juliet said, "Sure. If you want a contract, I'll help you with it." Romeo said, "But since the Lee Marvin decision juliet was something in writing," the young man added, "I warned the lovers, it's all for naught." And," said Juliet, "I'm tired of working in summer stock. It will be a relief to sit at home and watch the soap operas on television."
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You both sound like you're in love. Why do you need a contract?"
**April’s Killing Me**

**Revt. Robert Griffin**

I’m down to my last cigarette. Yesteryear I flirted with a rosary and a starlite mint, left over from the hour when I gave up smoking. I feel lonesome enough to write suicide notes, but I don’t own a gun. I’ve told you before, April’s killing me, that’s all. April’s murder will feel like a prune Danish in a room full of bagels.

Yesterday, I had an argument with a woman at the church. The Pope should let priests marry, I said. "What’s the harm?" said the priest with his celibacy rule. "He’s got his reasons," I said. I wonder what those reasons were.

"It’s just dumb," she said, "like a bad Polish joke, not to let a priest get married.

"He doesn’t let me get married," I said. "I think he’s got something in mind.

They probably don’t want to get married," she said, "but many priests do." If April weren’t killing me, I wouldn’t be giving up cigarettes to pour myself a good strong cup of tea in a room full of bagels.

**Hair** at 7:10, 9:30 Forum II. Based on the 60’s Broadway musical by Gerome Ragni and James Rado. Stars John Savage, Treat Williams and Beverly D’Angelo. Directed by Milos Forman who also did "One Flew Over The Cuckoo’s Nest.

"Bedknobs and Broomsticks" at 7, 9 Boiter House Flix. A terrible Disney film. "Saturday Night Fever" at 7, 9:30 Boiter House Flix. Everybody knows who the main dancers are (John Travolta and Karen Lynn Gorney). What is the story-line is (young New York lower to become god on the road) and what the soundtrack did to popular music (it destroyed it), but did you know that the script is based on Nick Cohn’s June 7, 1979 NEW YORK cover story, "Tribal Rituals of the New Saturday Night?" Directed by John Badham. This is the PG version, so all the redeeming things of the film are slashed.

"Coming Home" at 6:30, 9 pm River Park Theatre. Jane Fonda won an Oscar for her portrayal of a wife of a Vietnam vet who tries to better her life and the lives of her children. Also stars Sue Lindeman and "The Kite" stars Beau Bridges. Directed by Martin Ritt.

"The China Syndrome" at 1, 4, 7:30, 9:30 University Park II. What if story about the cover-up of an industrial accident that could lead to nuclear disaster. Jane Fonda and Michael Douglas are two TV reporters who happen upon this power plant crisis. NASA remake can’t touch the original which is a sappy weeper, although Voight turns in a fine performance. It’s a remake of "Star Wars’ esque film is fun. "The Champ" at 7, 9 Forum I. Joe Vought stars as an ex-boxer who is enraged by his helplessness. He draggs himself out of his ditch, limps to the hospital, and applies for treatment at the Emergency Room, where the doctor tells him: "You damn fool, you should never have tried walking from Jerusalem to Jericho. You should always travel the Jericho road by bus." Maybe he should have, she said, "if he got beaten and robbed.

"You’re saying of priests in rule as back-packer to the fun of the Good Samaritan. ‘The Church should have let them make the journey by bus,’ as though there were no advantages to foot travel; no children to be greted on the road, no trees to be looked at, no landscapes to be studied. I glanced at her with the hope that my words would mean something. "Don’t you think your experience has brought a grace and beauty to the Church that makes it uniquely blessed?"

"April’s killing you, isn’t it?" she said.

"It’s a hard month to take," I said. "I find it hard to make the change, moving from death to resurrection.

"Bus travel is not such a bad way to go," she said. "Bus travellers have to work for their travel, whereas priests, if they try, if they’re younger, on that Jerusalem to Jericho road."

"You’re saying of priests in rule as back-packer to the fun of the Good Samaritan. ‘The Church should have let them make the journey by bus,’ as though there were no advantages to foot travel; no children to be greted on the road, no trees to be looked at, no landscapes to be studied. I glanced at her with the hope that my words would mean something. "Don’t you think your experience has brought a grace and beauty to the Church that makes it uniquely blessed?"

"April’s killing you, isn’t it?" she said.

CINEMA-OFF CAMPUS


"Norma Rae" at 2:15, 4:40, 7:05, 9:30 University Park II. Sally Field plays a strong willed factory worker in a small Southern town in the 1930’s who tries to better her life and the lives of her children. Also stars Ron Leibman and "The Kite" stars Beau Bridges. Directed by Martin Ritt.

"The China Syndrome" at 1, 4, 7:30, 9:30 University Park II. What if story about the cover-up of an industrial accident that could lead to nuclear disaster. Jane Fonda and Michael Douglas are two TV reporters who happen upon this power plant crisis. NASA remake can’t touch the original which is a sappy weeper, although Voight turns in a fine performance. It’s a remake of "Star Wars’ esque film is fun. "The Champ" at 7, 9 Forum I. Joe Vought stars as an ex-boxer who is enraged by his helplessness. He draggs himself out of his ditch, limps to the hospital, and applies for treatment at the Emergency Room, where the doctor tells him: "You damn fool, you should never have tried walking from Jerusalem to Jericho. You should always travel the Jericho road by bus." Maybe he should have, she said, "if he got beaten and robbed.

"You’re saying of priests in rule as back-packer to the fun of the Good Samaritan. ‘The Church should have let them make the journey by bus,’ as though there were no advantages to foot travel; no children to be greted on the road, no trees to be looked at, no landscapes to be studied. I glanced at her with the hope that my words would mean something. "Don’t you think your experience has brought a grace and beauty to the Church that makes it uniquely blessed?"

"April’s killing you, isn’t it?" she said.
Sexism in the South Dining Hall

Bill McGunn

About the best, and certainly the cheapest, form of entertainment on campus can be found each day in the South Dining Hall, where the pseudo-intelligentsia. Maybe it's the food. Perhaps it's the table clothes. Maybe it's just the Domer's themselves, but whatever the cause, the lunch counter seems to be the place to go to hear some really off the wall propositions. Many things go on in such a place, about a Saga meal that inspires these cretures.

The real trick is to sit around one of the great opinion givers and listen close enough to the people of these given, the bare minimum of facts and only a slight degree of truth can come up with an infallible concluison. A few of the most remarkable thing is that as each day and each lunch exists only for its own sake, there is no obligation to maintain any consistency. One need only keep on re-earring in a lunchroom a sucession.

One such character, a personal favorite, is Bob, a regular with the South Dining Hall crowd, and an admired expert in any field whatsoever. Now, the other day at lunch Bob and I took up a current subject with which he considers himself a practical as well as theoretical expert.

Bob likes, or at least desires, women. He likes them all, Bob wants to hear all. Such inquiries are made by Bob to all the favorite, is Bob, a regular with the generation, there is no obligation to day and each lunch exists only for its own sake, there is no obligation to maintain any consistency. One need only keep on re-earring in a lunchroom a sucession.

Bob enjoys ether reaction, but in the end it's always a good idea to quick to provide some fable of his own. His stories have the same credibilility and reasonableness that an Enquirer headline. A die hard chauvinist, Bob glories in what he sees as his role in ordering the world. Keep 'em-Barefoot-in-the-Winter- And Pound-on-the-Summertime. His opinions would embarrass Bones. 

Album Reviews

Generation X, Nazareth

Steve Navarre

Valley of the Dolls

(Chrystal)

There are indeed good-by-products of the punk rock movement and one of the most popular bands a band has abandoned safety pins, nihilism, and pretentiousness. They have, however, kept the most important part of the punk creed: a return to basics. As a result, Valley of the Dolls is a rough-edged, rugged, and unflinching album that is not to be taken lightly.
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The Yellow Submarine
'a great taste sensation'

25¢ Off any
submarine sandwich
with this ad
Good April 29-May 3

Open Fri and Sat till 1 am
phone in order in advance for
Quik Pick-Up Service
Call 272-4453

18109 State Rd. 23 across (north of Wally's)

It was mud volleyball yesterday in front of the towers, but it will be mud chariot races tomorrow behind them. (Photo by Phil Johnson)

Dr. Kathleen Weigert named new Assistant Dean

by Janet Rigaux

Dr. Kathleen Maas Weigert has been named the new assistant Dean of the College of Arts and Letters replacing Dr. Richard Thompson who is retiring at the end of this year.

Maas Weigert was recommended for the job by Dr. Isabel Charles, Dean of the College of Arts and Letters. Fr. Theodore Hesburgh, University president and Dr. Timothy O'Meara, provost, approved the appointment, thus making it official.

According to O'Meara, "Dr. Maas Weigert is the right person for the job. Maas Weigert's main function will be working with the students of the Arts and Letters pre-professional program and the combination five-year program with the College of Engineering. Maas Weigert also wants to get better acquainted with the entire College of Arts and Letters. She is also hopeful that she will be able to continue teaching one course along with her administrative duties.

Maas Weigert has been teaching at Notre Dame since 1971. She first taught in the Sociology and Anthropology Department. Then, in 1974, she began teaching Collegiate Seminar.

"When Collegiate Seminar was discontinued, I thought I wouldn't be able to teach here any longer. So I applied to law school. When the offer from the combination five-year program with the College of Engineering was discontinued, I thought I wouldn't be able to teach here any longer. So I applied to law school. When the offer from law school came, I decided to accept it."

Maas Weigert asserted. "Also, ND does need more women faculty. Right now only 11 percent of its faculty are women compared to the 23 percent female undergrads.

Engineers receive awards

Four individuals received 1979 College of Engineering Honor Award yesterday.

Edward B. Fitzpatrick, Jr., president of Fitzpatrick Construction Corp.; Bernard J. Hank, Jr., chairman of the board of Montgomery Elevator Co.; Dr. John J. Martin, assistant secretary of the Air Force for research, development and logistics; and Thomas D. McCombs, president of McGlokey & Co., Builders, were honored for significant contributions to the advancement of engineering.

The college also presented its third Outstanding Teacher Award yesterday.

Sigma Xi honors teachers

The Notre Dame Chapter of Sigma Xi, the Scientific Research Society, will honor two South Bend high school teachers at its annual dinner tonight at the Morris Inn.

William (Jack) Goodman of John Adams High School and Patrick Guliford of Washington High School will share the chapter's first annual award to high school teachers for outstanding dedication in the teaching of science and for encouragement of scientific research.

"We believe that these teachers fully represent in accomplishment, spirit and tone the type of high school instructor you that the Sigma Xi award was designed to honor," said Dr. John W. Lucey, associate professor of aerospace and mechanical engineering at Notre Dame and chapter president.

Goodman has taught chemistry to honors program students at Adams since 1962. Guliford, who has taught biology at Washington since 1966, has served as science department chairman for 10 years.

A dreamer dreams of winning.
A woman dreams of loving.
A dreamer dreams of both.

Dr. Kathleen Weigert
Ayatollah Khomeini orders acceleration of revolutionary justice

TEHRAN, Iran (AP)—Ayatollah Khomeini has ordered a speed up of revolutionary justice in Iran, saying it will hasten the release of innocent persons. It also could mean more work for Islamic firing squads, who shot two more men yesterday.

President officials said yesterday that they are now investigating cases at Qasr Prison here on a 24-hour basis.

The revolutionary government also is consulting with American lawyers about billions of dollars in defense and commercial contracts signed with the United States by the toppled monarchy and will make the "appropriate decision" after it hears the lawyers' opinions, Deputy Prime Minister Abbas Amri-Entezam said.

Some of the contracts signed with the United States by the government of toppled Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi already have been canceled, he said.

Government officials confirmed reports that Khomeini, leader of the Iranian revolution, was unhappy with delays in revolutionary court proceedings.

Two more police officers of the old regime were reported executed by firing squads Thursday in Yazd and Isfahan on corruption and other charges. The executions brought to 160 the number of people executed on political, violence and morals charges since the revolution toppled the monarchy in February.

More than 7,000 prisoners of the revolution are believed to be held in Iran, including 8,000 in Qasr. Government officials say they expect the revolutionary courts eventually to be dissolved and their functions transferred to the government, a procedure that could be hastened by the latest decision.

Officials said a new provisional assistant revolutionary prosecutor was appointed Wednesday in Tehran and other judges have been added to courts in the capital and the provinces in order to hasten the judicial process.

State radio said yesterday that 28 officials of the old regime had been released on bail in the capital and 140 others nationwide.

In southern Iran's oil-rich Khuzestan province, ethnic Arabs pressed their demands for local autonomy but said they were willing to leave the vital oil industry, defense matters, foreign policy and long-term economic policies in the hands of the central government.

Oil from the province supplies 90 percent of Iran's foreign income, Mebdi Shoaei, a spokesman for the autonomy movement, said.

The ethnic Arabs want a greater share of the oil income to be spent in developing their region.

We often see the amateur frisbee players on the quad; but yesterday there was a world champion frisbee thrower at Saint Mary’s. [Photo by Phil Johnson]

SMC hosts Christian lit conference

A Conference on Christianity and Literature will take place at Saint Mary’s Saturday and Sunday. Topics to be covered during the two-day Region XI meeting include Colonial American Literature, Religious Crisis in Modern Fiction, Revelation and the Creative Imagination, Literary and Language, and Modern Apocalypse. From Blake to the Present. There will also be a Poet’s Corner at which participants will read and discuss their own poetry.

A plenary session will take place on Saturday in Carroll Hall. A joint presentation will be made by Sr. Maria Arsuzza, SMC, and William J. Urbock, University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh. Titles of the presentation are “The Bible and the Arts: Santon and “Samaritans: A Play for Voices.”

[Continued from page 1] the Stanford Daily decision, and taken in context with that, this is a bad prece­dente. The negatives of this decision consi­derably over­ride the pos­itive.

The Court’s majority opinion was written by Justice Byron R. White, joined by Chief Justice Burger, and Associate Justices Blackmun, Powell, Rehnquist, and Stevens. Dissenting were Justice Brennan, Marshall and Stewart, each of whom wrote their own opinions.

Justice White wrote that “According an absolute privi­lege to the editorial process of a media defendant is a libel case is not required, authorized or pres­sed by our prior cases.” Dissenting Justice William Brennan responded by saying, “Through the editorial process expression is composed; to regulate the process is, there­fore, to regulate the expres­sion.”

WNDU-TV’s Harry Keverkorn, Director of Tele­communication and Broadcast Standards, agreed with Brennan, saying the decision posed a “serious threat” to First Amendment rights.

Keverkorn also pointed out that some journalists may be more reluctant in pursuing a contro­versial story—what many have referred to as the “chilling effect” of the decision.

Newspaper Mike Collins of WNDU-TV noted that, “The interesting thing is that it (the decision) has to do with libel cases, and a lot of people must realize that it’s going to cause a proliferation of libel cases, sim ply to get at information (they wouldn’t have otherwise been able to obtain).”

Additionally, Collins pointed out that “I think the Court has opened up a real Pandora’s box. Who’s going to say what was in a reporter’s mind? Who’s going to know whether you’re telling the truth? I don’t believe in mind reading, if the Supreme Court does.”

Collins also noted that he had just received a subpoena, based on the Farber and Sazman decision, for all notes and memos on a prev­ious aired story. “The Farber pre­cedent has reached Middle America,” he said.

The New York Times seemed to present the media’s prevail­ing viewpoint, “Yet again, a majority of the present Court has shown itself insensitive to the protections that behind-the-scenes news gathering and editing require if the media are to have the freedom of public expression that the Court pro­tects.”

The editorial concluded, “We hope this latest decision will not mean that the cost of protection for a vigorous press will be vastly inflated in the editorial process. That remedy could prove as harmful as the disease.”

Attention Current Transfers

The orientation committee is looking for interested students, especially current transfers, to help out with next year’s incoming transfers. The committee is working with the off-campus council in planning such activities as a wine and cheese reception, bar-b-que and happy hour. It won’t take much of your time and we need a lot of people so that each transfer will be paired off.

If you are interested call Lori 288-3933, John 8847 or Anne 1322 for more information

BARNABY’S

the family inn

715 E. Jefferson, South Bend 288-1981
3724 Grape Rd., Mishawaka 256-0928

save now on our specialty $1.00
summer time pizza special

discount COUPON

$1.00 OFF on ANY 4" PIZZA

Limit 1 coupon per Pizza

BARNABY’S COUPON

coupons good thru june 1 daily hours

$0.50 OFF on ANY 10" PIZZA

Limit 1 coupon per Pizza

BARNABY’S COUPON

DAILY HOURS:

Monday thru Thursday 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Friday and Saturday 11 a.m. to 12:30 a.m.
Sunday 4 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Palestinians deny treaty violations in Lebanon

Featuring Samuel Adler

Music festival opens today

The Tel Aviv newspaper Yedioth Ahronoth said Israel had killed in early Sunday, April 27. Four Israeli soldiers were wounded in the clashes. The Israeli-Palestinian conflict is at a now six days of cross-border shoots.

Israel radio reported French forces in the south, where others found that the Israeli-Egyptian peace.

Syrian President Hafez Assad, in an interview with AFP Thursday, said his nation must have a bulwark of strength in the south. The PLO said Israel's air, sea and land ships are not a reason to continue its efforts to control in the region. The PLO said Israel's air, sea and land ships are not a reason to continue its efforts to control in the region. Beirut and is assistant professor of geology. From the University of Chicago. He is a leading scientist of the earth sciences. He is a leading scientist of the earth sciences.
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You were down to half a jar of peanut butter. Then Dad's check arrived.

Now comes Miller time.
River City Records/Celebration/Belkin Proudly present
Tom Jones

BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) — A Vietnamese-led offensive has driven large numbers of Cambodian soldiers and civilians loyal to the toppled government of Pol Pot into remote mountain strongholds, but it may be too little, too late to extinguish the ousted premier's following, analysts say.

They say the central Pol Pot leadership still appears to be intact inside Cambodia and that the Vietnamese may be moving too slowly to finish the job before the heavy monsoon rains come in the next two months and bog down their mechanized forces.

"I don't think the Vietnamese have dealt a death blow to Pol Pot yet," one Western diplomat says of the month-old offensive.

The Vietnamese focus has been on the Thai-Cambodian border areas of western Cambodia and has forced tens of thousands of Pol Pot troops and civilians to seek temporary refuge in Thailand.

The Vietnamese, mostly ethnic Chinese, were selling the Cambodians food, medicine, salt, cigarettes and plastic sheeting at inflated prices. Headache pills were going for twice the normal rate.

The movements into Thailand have allowed a glimpse of the Pol Pot soldiers in action. They appeared confident, disciplined and tough. Some exhibited the ruthlessness that was the hallmark of the Pol Pot regime.

Thai authorities said two villagers who cheated the soldiers out of the equivalent of $100 in goods had their throats slit.

Over the weekend 50,000 or more fled into Thailand and most had re-entered Cambodia on Wednesday, heading to set up a base on a series of jungle hills.

The Vietnamese and the new Vietnamese-backed Phnom Penh government have put up to 30,000 troops into western Cambodia, mostly in four areas along the 500-mile-long frontier.

These, according to Thai and Western sources, are the northern Cambodian province of Oddar Mean Chey and its capital of Samrong where they scored a relatively easy victory, south of the key border crossing town of Poipet where the 50,000 existed; further south along the border around the gem-mining town of Pailin and in the southwestern corner of Cambodia which borders the Gulf of Zan.

The Vietnamese, equipped with Soviet-made tanks and heavy artillery pieces, took advantage of good roads leading to Samrong, Poipet and Pailin, but the southwestern corner is a rugged region which includes Cambodia's highest mountains and a maze of offshore islands and estuaries. It is here that many observers predict the Pol Pot guerrillas will choose to make it a fight, and where the Vietnamese will have the toughest time rooting them out.
Businessmen evade crucial issues

DETROIT (AP) - Businessmen too often "refused to confront some of the crucial issues of our time," particularly consumerism, and have played into the hands of their critics, Henry Ford II said Thursday.

The chairman of Ford Motor Co. also said he was "not totally convinced" that capitalism could survive, but was inclined to believe it.

Ford spoke in Chicago at a conference sponsored by the University of Chicago Business School. His text was released in Detroit.

"Noing that his company offered seat belts as an option in 1956, Ford said, "We had trouble selling those seat belts. The public didn't want to spend the extra money on them. And so we stopped trying to push the safety belt."

"With the benefit of hindsight, it is my personal conviction that that was a mistake."

"Had the company tried harder to sell belts in the 10 years after 1956, he said, "we might have succeeded ultimately in converting the public to the advantages of safer cars, and - at the same time - we might will have avoided many of the regulations with which we and our customers must presently deal."

In a companion example of shortsightedness in his own company, Ford said despite the introduction of the subcompact Falcon in 1960, "we didn't really make an all-out effort in the subcompact field until the 1970's" with the introduction of the Pinto in 1971.

"In the 19th Century capitalism's greatest shortcomings were its evils, bad working conditions, shoddy product exploitation. Today one of capitalism's greatest shortcomings is its inability to make a better case for itself, to boast of the high quality of the conditions in its factories, the excellence of its products, the fairness of its pricing, the value of its contribution to social life," Ford said.

"Ford noted the prediction 40 years ago by the pro-business economist Joseph Schumpeter, prominent opponent of Keynesian theory which rules much economic thought today, that capitalism was doomed.

"Ford added, "I say that I am inclined to say that he was wrong, but I am not totally convinced he was wrong...it would be presumptuous - especially in an age that has produced a powerful and articulate new class of anti-business ideologists - to totally dismiss his prediction."

Art workshop

The Saint Mary's department of art will sponsor two days of workshops tomorrow and Sunday for department members and invited artists and art educators from the Michigan area. Saturday's workshop is entitled "Teaching Concerns" and Sunday's is "Critique Dynamics."

Both workshops will be directed by Doug Stewart, an internationally prominent figure in the field of higher education and the arts. Stewart's workshops are widely known and his techniques and approaches have received acclaim in the United States and Europe.

The Critique Dynamics workshop provides an environment in which participants learn to explore and increase the range of their responses to visual imagery and expand their vocabulary for dealing with imagery. They are also intended to extend one's skills in approaching the work of others with constructive and creative analysis, while stimulating insight into one's own work.

The Teaching Concerns workshop attends to many of the difficulties that professional art educators encounter, and attempts to assist the participants in resolving conflicts which impinge upon teaching effectiveness.

The Student Government

invites all transfer students
to a meeting to discuss ways
to improve the transferring process
and student life for transfers
Meeting open to all
Transfer students
7 pm Lafayette Little Theatre
Monday April 30
W. Virginia disaster

community

silently remembers
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Editor's Note. A year ago today a power plant cooling tower collapsed during its construction in Willow Island, W.Va., and 3 workers died. Now the collapse is barely mentioned in the town, it's still too painful. But lawyers and safety experts talk about it, trying to assess blame and damages.

WILLLOW ISLAND, W. Va. (AP) - One year later, the scaffolding collapse is seldom mentioned. But it's not because it's forgotten.

Explains Robbie Lewis Jr., a councilman in nearby St. Mary's, "It's an unspoken rule that it is left out of public discussion. Of course, it's in the forefront of everybody's mind, but it's just never talked about.

Fifty-one men died when the scaffolding inside a power plant cooling tower collapsed during its construction on April 27, 1978. A year later, a few widows have remarried, more is known about what happened on the tower, and the wheels of justice are spinning, assessing blame and damages.

And though this second worst construction accident on record is seldom mentioned, it is remembered vividly.

"People try to forget. But the ones hit directly - they're never going to forget it," explains Peggy Coffman, who is active in an organization of relatives of those killed in the disaster.

Mrs. Coffman's younger sister, Lola, 32, lost her husband, Tom Cope, in the disaster. Lola and Tom had been high school sweethearts and married right out of school. Last April, they were half finished with their dream house, a brick colonial home on a ridge overlooking the Ohio River. The house was being paid for as it was built, brick by brick, pay-check by paycheck.

Tom, an ironworker, enjoyed hunting and fishing with his sons, Troy, 12, and Scottie, 8. "He was quite a likeable fellow. Everybody liked him," said his sister-in-law.

Lola said she will never forget the day of the accident. She immediately drove to the cooling tower. Twenty-one of the 22 men who were working there died. Twenty-one of the 22 men who were working there died.

The house is completed. Only about half finished at the time of the accident, it still looked imposing from the nearby highway. Later the scaffolding rubble, a twisted mass of heavy lumber, steel rods and steel rebar, could be seen from the same roadway.

At the work site, preparations are under way for a reworking of tower construction. Stanley Elliott, the man who heads the Occupational Safety and Health Administration's West Virginia operations, confirmed recently that OSHA's investigation is ongoing. He also said that OSHA is making changes in its scaffolding system. He has agreed to give OSHA 10 days notice before it makes a scaffolding inspection.

The OSHA report, which has been released only to lawmakers, lists four serious violations.

In a statement issued June 11, OSHA chief Elva Bingham said the collapse would not have occurred "if proper tests had been conducted on concrete prior to removing forms, if the scaffold framework system had been properly secured to the tower, and if construction workers had been instructed to properly anchor the scaffold system.

The report states that OSHA could return indictments.

The case was turned over to the Justice Department last fall after OSHA completed its probe of the accident.

OSHA cited the contractor Research-Cottrell of Bound Brook, N.J., with 30 willful and six serious civil violations. Pittsburgh Testing Laboratories with two serious civil violations and United Engineers and Constructors Inc. with two serious civil violations.

In a statement issued June 11, OSHA chief Elva Bingham said the collapse would not have occurred "if proper tests had been conducted on concrete prior to removing forms, if the scaffold framework system had been properly secured to the tower, and if construction workers had been instructed to properly anchor the scaffold system.

The report states that OSHA could return indictments.

The case was turned over to the Justice Department last fall after OSHA completed its probe of the accident.

OSHA cited the contractor Research-Cottrell of Bound Brook, N.J., with 30 willful and six serious civil violations. Pittsburgh Testing Laboratories with two serious civil violations and United Engineers and Constructors Inc. with two serious civil violations.

In the case of safety issues, the Justice Department has repeatedly ruled that they would have been committed "if proper tests had been conducted on concrete prior to removing forms, if the scaffold framework system had been properly secured to the tower, and if construction workers had been instructed to properly anchor the scaffold system.

The report states that OSHA could return indictments.

The case was turned over to the Justice Department last fall after OSHA completed its probe of the accident.

OSHA cited the contractor Research-Cottrell of Bound Brook, N.J., with 30 willful and six serious civil violations. Pittsburgh Testing Laboratories with two serious civil violations and United Engineers and Constructors Inc. with two serious civil violations.

In the case of safety issues, the Justice Department has repeatedly ruled that they would have been committed "if proper tests had been conducted on concrete prior to removing forms, if the scaffold framework system had been properly secured to the tower, and if construction workers had been instructed to properly anchor the scaffold system. Then, they said, many in the group chose not to speak out.

The attorneys, they asked them not to speak out in public because they could jeopardize their chances for compensation somewhere down the road, Bowen said.

Deep bitterness also remains over the new, safer scaffoldings of the disaster. People here resented what they saw as intrusions into their privacy and efforts to depict them as 'hillbillies.' They also complained of errors in news stories, one of which mentioned the popularity of Mail Pouch tobacco.

At the work site, preparations are under way for a reworking of tower construction. Stanley Elliott, the man who heads the Occupational Safety and Health Administration's West Virginia operations, confirmed recently that OSHA's investigation is ongoing. He also said that OSHA is making changes in its scaffolding system. He has agreed to give OSHA 10 days notice before it makes a scaffolding inspection.
Lost & Found
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Lost: a silver and turquoise ring west of Green Field to run around and try out their creations. So come and spend a day outside and help a child learn to fly a kite.

r, I.D., etc. at Dillon's party at Lee's building and North Quad. Call Jim at 30. Call Kevin at 8631.

NEEDED BADLY!!"

Adidas spikes and Nike Shoes. Please, lo st: Girls blue d o th  gym bag, sw eats,

stadiums face a real threat in (with color TV) house near cam pus fi

LA P-

Can handle the Tucson hate yelling.

Jenny’s and Lisa: Don’t m iss the yellow

Kristin—

To all you wonderfully bizarre people in Metropolis. 78: Chuck, Donald, Patti, Jim, Jon, Scott, Greg, Brian, Robert, Cherie, Mary, Jon, Fred, Paul, Michael, Mary Beth, Coleman, Mark, Lisa, Uta, Bob, Cindy, Maggie, Mary, Mark and Glen (and just everyone!!)

Diane

I  found som e money!! Tell me where, m ust sell refrigerator $25. Call 503, after 6 p.m.

Wanted

Diner! to wish you luck

Don’t you know som eone who Is:

Ringers

3) a hand-breeder of horses?

Q: WHAT COULD BE WORSE THAN

The Observer

All classified ads must be received by 5:00 p.m. two days prior to the issue in which they are run. The Observer will accept classified ads through Friday, 10:00 a.m., to 5:00 p.m. All classifieds must be prepaid; either in person or through the mail.

The Irish rugby team will host the Chicago Commons tonight, afernoon, beforr Stephen Center during Its Total

M.targets: Who is Amphytrion '79?

It’s a good feeling to be so appreciated.

2) lunar surface sim ulator?

Do you know som eone who Is:

Sailing club members remain aloft this spring

Lost...and found In Ad BLOG.

ATTENTION Logan volunteers! The

BBA ADDICT.

In addition to nine paid

The Observer shall resign its

Bob Murphy scored four him­

ATTENTION Logan Center volunteers!!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expenses paid. Sightseeing.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$$$. Dave 1158.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need two people to share fully furnished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucky easter egg finders...grbtes will be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3262.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nice house for rent this sum m er. Four</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|Diane

Ask Mary

LIMITED TIME

Anyone with OBUD election ballot boxes. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MUNCH OUT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ON A STEAK SANDWICH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We're m eeting Monday, April 30, Lewis Hall-$5 for non-Fans of 79 only.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nutrients contained in an olive oil.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biw, 50.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need two people to share fully furnished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Root In lining.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ATTENTION Logan volunteers! The

Notice to Scott Joseph Wilcox.

Try and I thought I was follow-hating.

A good feeling to be so appreciated. |

Friends, Pretzels taste better when I'm with you. |

MUST|

Woman, the pick! girl! These

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WHAT COULD BE WORSE THAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cindie and Lisa: Don’t m iss the yellow

Kristin

A: EATING FRIDAY DINNER IN THE DINING HALL

Would you like to know

REGENCY. The Observer shall resign

so it can handle the Tucson hate yelling.

Thank you for your thought-ful

Thank you for your thoughtful

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WHAT COULD BE WORSE THAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Janice and Bears—Welcome to ND. Have a great sum m er. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WHAT COULD BE WORSE THAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To all you wonderfully bizarre people in Metropolis: 78: Chuck, Donald, Patti, Jim, Jon, Scott, Greg, Brian, Robert, Cherie, Mary, Jon, Fred, Paul, Michael, Mary Beth, Coleman, Mark, Lisa, Uta, Bob, Cindy, Maggie, Mary, Mark and Glen (and just everyone!!)
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<th></th>
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Sightseeing. |

Love, MCC
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Any questions, call Mike at 1371.
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Can handle the Tucson hate yelling.
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Good luck on Saturday. I know we can |
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Good luck on Saturday. I know we can |

Mark and Glen (and just everyone!!)
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Basketball tickets available next week

All students who wish to reserve a season basketball ticket for 1979-80 Notre Dame games must do so next week, according to Ticket Manager Michel Busick.

Students interested in purchasing tickets should report to the Ticket Office, located on the lower level of the Athletic and Convocation Center during their specified hours. Next year's seniors must report on Tuesday, May 1, juniors on Wednesday, May 2, Graduate and Law students on Thursday, May 3, and Sophomores on Friday, May 4.

Issuing hours for the above days will be 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., including the noon hour. Students wishing to sit together must reserve their tickets consecutively. The Ticket Office will not accept any more than four student ID cards from one individual.

It is not mandatory that students pay for their tickets during this spring issue. Accommodations will be made for those students wishing to be billed over the summer. These will be a specified deadline date for returning all bills along with the remittance.

No orders will be taken next fall, so all interested students must reserve their tickets this spring.

The mechanism of seat assignment will be the same as last year, as will be the breakdown of the 5000 seats allocated to the students. The upperclassmen, juniors and seniors, will be given 20 seats with incoming freshmen receiving 400 and St. Mary's 200. If the allotment of 4000 tickets to the upperclassmen is not exhausted during the spring sale, extra tickets remaining will be given to the incoming freshman class.

However, since a seniority system is utilized in distributing tickets to the students, a lottery would be necessary to determine which sophomore students would receive their tickets if the 4400 allotment would be insufficient to satisfy the demand.

If a lottery is necessary, it would be conducted immediately after the sale ends on Friday, May 4. Students that would not be receiving tickets would then be notified. Any student sophore losing in the lottery would automatically receive priority for any cancellations that might occur during the course of the summer.

The cost of a reserved lower arena seat will be $25 for a bleacher seat. These costs average out to $2 per game for a lower arena seat and $1.50 for a bleacher seat. This contrasts the public reserved seat price of $5 and $3.50, respectively.

Married students desirous of purchasing tickets for spouses may do so this spring. The cost of a spouse ticket is $40 for a lower arena seat and $32 for a bleacher seat.

The tentative home schedule for the 1979-80 basketball season follows: Nov. 15, Russian Nationals; Dec. 1, Valparaiso; Dec. 3, Iowa State; Dec. 8, St. Louis; Dec. 11, UCLA; Dec. 12, St. Joseph's; Dec. 12, Fairfield; Jan. 15, Villanova; Jan. 23, Canisius; Jan. 26, Maryland; Feb. 2, Davidson, Feb. 4, Navy; Feb. 6, Manhattan; Feb. 9, North Carolina State; Feb. 11, San Francisco; Feb. 24, Marquette; Feb. 27, DePaul.

---

Irish ruggers suffer loss to ISU

Even though the Notre Dame "A" rugby team suffered its second loss of the season last Saturday, the day was not a complete disappointment, as the "B" squad continued to capture victories of their own.

In the "A" game, Kevin Corcoran and Joe Witchger's tries weren't quite enough to defeat Illinois State University, as ISU defeated ND 17-10. The Irish showed a great effort in the first half enjoying a 10-6 lead at the half, but couldn't get rolling in the second half as ISU scored ten unanswered points.

The fine work done by Bob Hubelet and Brian Tucker gave the Irish several opportunities to score from deep within ISU territory, but ND could not capitalize. The Notre Dame ruggers were hampered by the absence of forwards Pat Hanagan as well as the fact that a few other key players were slowed by the nagging injuries of a long season.

Baseline on this day, an unknown observer might have thought he was watching the ND "A" team in action, when in reality he was witnessing the superb play of the Irish "B" squad. The "piggies" managed ISU and walked away with a 21-0 shutout.

Excelling running by fly-half Tim Neis led the Irish backs through ISU's defense. ND would gain the edge as a point lead with a field goal by Kevin Eilers and four points tries by Joe Gill and a field goal. ISU slipped away from the Irish an 11-0 halftime lead.

The Irish definitely did not sit back on their lead in the second half. Led by the0, dominating play of hard-nosed Tommy Olson and the experience of the general Heritage, the ND "B" side added another 10 points to their lead. Joe O'Dea not only scored a try, but also blocked an ISU kick, permitting ND to breath easier, and scamper in for a four-pointer. Gill added a kick after a try for the final score.

The last game of the day saw the ND "B" side narrowly defeat ISU 8-3. Tenacious defense on the part of both teams made it impossible for either team to score in the first half. The second half looked bleak for the Irish ruggers after an early ISU field goal put ND behind 3-0. In the remaining moments of the game, however, ND rebounded his way fifty yards down the side.

---

Sports schedule for An Tostal

by Mark Perry

friday
WOMEN'S BOOKSTORE BASKETBALL--Any Old Thing vs. Splinters, 4:45, Bookstore Courts
WOMEN'S BOOKSTORE BASKETBALL, Notre Dame vs. Buckner Brigade, 4:45, Bookstore Courts
BOOKSTORE BASKETBALL-P.F. and the Flyers vs. Pope John Paul I Pope of the Month Club, 6:20 p.m., Bookstore Courts
BOOKSTORE BASKETBALL-Later W.E.B. vs. Chumps, 6:30 p.m., Bookstore Court 10
BOOKSTORE BASKETBALL-Butchers vs. Dags, 7 p.m., Bookstore Court 10
BOOKSTORE BASKETBALL-Strappamosquon and his Wombats vs. Larry's Laundrymen, 7 p.m., Bookstore Court 9
saturday
LACROSSE-Notre Dame vs. Ashland College, 12 noon, Stepan Field
SOCCER-Notre Dame vs. Valparaiso, 2 p.m., Carrier Field
FLAG FOOTBALL-Badin vs. Regina, 2:30 p.m., Stepan
TENNIS-Notre Dame vs. Michigan State, 3 p.m.
BOOKSTORE BASKETBALL-semifinal games, 4:30 and 5:30, Bookstore Courts.
sunday
TENNIS-Notre Dame vs. Western Michigan, 11 a.m.
WOMEN'S BOOKSTORE BASKETBALL-Finals, 11 a.m., behind the ACC
MEN'S BOOKSTORE BASKETBALL-Observer sports staff vs. IFSN/IFSFN sports staff, 12 noon, behind the ACC.
SLAM DUNK COMPETITION-1:30 p.m., behind the ACC.
BOOKSTORE BASKETBALL-Finals, 2:00 p.m., behind the ACC.

Trackmen prepare for meet

by Mark Perry

One of the top track meets of the outdoor season, the Drake Relays, in being held this weekend, and Notre Dame will be well represented at the meet. Fourteen Irish runners will be competing, "The most we have taken in years," according to Irish track coach Joe Piane.

Notre Dame has four relay teams entered, and the team with the best shot at winning is the two mile relay team consisting of Burger, Jim Slattery, Chuck Aragon, and Jay Miranda had a disappointing finish at the Kansas Relays, as they took fourth in an attempt to defend the crown they won last year.

---

Rangers upset Islanders 4-1

UNIONDALE, N.Y. (AP) - Don Murdoch and Ed Johnston scored goals in a 2:56 span of the first period Thursday night, sparking the upstart New York Rangers to a 4-1 victory over the New York Islanders in the opener of their National Hockey League semifinal playoff series.

The Islanders, who worked all season to win the overall points title and earn the home ice advantage in every playoff round, saw that advantage dissipate with the defeat. The best-of-7 series continues here Saturday, but the Rangers - with three home games left - no longer need to win at the Nassau Coliseum.

The Islanders' Bryan Trottier, who had eight assists against the Rangers during the regular season, opened the scoring at 10:41 of the first period, driving a 25-foot shot past Islanders' goalie John Davidson. But the 6-foot-3 Rees was stopped by the Islanders' top of the way, carriers to the top five consecutive victories.